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Abstract 

Author: Bjørn Boye Baggethun 

Title: The Development of a Scale to Measure Parental Validation  

Supervisor: Annika Maria Melinder  

 

Background: Emotional dysregulation is a major component to many mental disorders. 

Dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) and dialectical behavior therapy for children (DBT-C) are 

forms of therapies created to treat these patients. DBT and DBT-C is rooted in the biosocial 

theory, which proposes that borderline personality disorder and other disorders of emotional 

dysregulation, starts with a biological vulnerability. This biological vulnerability is later 

exasperated by an invalidating environment. The lack of parental validation is thus proposed 

to be a major source to the development of emotional dysregulation, and improving parental 

validation is a major treatment goal in DBT-C. Parental validation is thus a key concept in 

DBT and DBT-C. There is however little data, and few good methods of measuring the 

construct.  Objectives: The primary goal of the current study was to develop a scale that 

could measure parental validation based on self-report. The data gathered also allowed us to 

conduct a factor analysis to look for support for the theoretical construct of validation, and to 

compare expert’s views on different forms of validation. Method: In the first part of the 

project a series of validating responses from a parent to a child were created based on a 

literature search. The items were discussed with a group of trained clinicians. Based on their 

feedback, 30 items were created and distributed to a group of clinicians with a background in 

DBT.  These experts (n=30) were asked to determine whether they thought these items 

represented their understanding of the concept of validation. The best items based on the 

experts’ ratings, were selected for inclusion into the final scale. The experts’ ratings were also 

the basis upon which the factor analysis, and the comparisons between different forms of 

validation were conducted. Results: 17 of the 30 items had sufficiently high quality to merit 

inclusion into the final version of the scale. One of these were excluded, and the final scale 

thus contained 16 validated items. The factor analysis did not provide support for the 

theoretical construct of validation. Several significant differences were however found 

between experts’ ratings of different forms of validation. 
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1 Introduction 

Emotional dysregulation is an important component of many psychological disorders, such as 

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (Barkley, 2015) and bipolar disorder (Bayes, Parker, 

McClure, 2016). Other mental disorders have emotion regulation as core symptoms, such as 

emotionally unstable personality disorder, impulsive type and borderline type (from here on 

referred to as Borderline personality disorder or BPD (World Health Organization, 1992). 

BPD and other disorders of emotional dysregulation has a reputation as being hard to treat. In 

response to this several treatments have been developed to treat BPD and other forms of 

emotional dysregulation. One of the most prominent of these are Dialectical Behavior 

Therapy (DBT) 

DBT is an evidence-based form of cognitive behavior therapy (CBT), first developed by 

Marsha Linehan at the University of Washington (Linehan, 1993). It was later adapted by 

Franchescha Perepletchikova to treat children with disorders of emotional dysregulation – for 

example disruptive mood dysregulation disorder (DMDD) (Perepletchikova, 2010). There is 

evidence of the efficacy of DBT and DBT-C in treating patients with BPD and other disorders 

of emotional dysregulation (see review in section 2.4.) DBT is based on the belief that BPD 

and other disorders of emotional dysregulation are based on a biological vulnerability that is 

later exasperated by an invalidating environment (Linehan, 1993). This model is called the 

biosocial theory and will be dealt with at length in section 2.3.1.  

The invalidating environment is one in which private disclosures are met by erratic, 

judgmental or unpredictable responses. Validation is thus one of the central concepts in DBT 

and is defined as an empathic acceptance of the emotions, thoughts, actions and physiology of 

the client (Linehan, 1993). The construct of validation will be dealt with extensively in 

section 2.6. Parental validation has two important applications (throughout this thesis the 

terms parental validation, parental skills etc., will be used for convenience sake, and because 

this is the term used in other studies on the subject, but the terms are equally applicable to any 

biological or non-biological caregivers.) First, according to the biosocial theory poor parental 

validation skills is an important factor proposed to lead to emotional dysregulation. Second, 

training parents’ skill is one of the proposed change mechanisms in DBT-C (Perepletchikova, 

2010). Given the centrality of parental validation in DBT and DBT-C, there are very few 

studies concerning validation.  
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As of today, there does not even exist a simple way of measuring parent validation skills. A 

first step towards investigating the relationship between validation skills and patient outcomes 

will be to develop a reliable and valid scale that can measure the frequency and the quality of 

parental validation. Developing a scale that can measure the degree to which parents use 

validating responses in their communication with their children will be the central goal of this 

study. The scale will be based on self-reporting and consist of various items describing a 

validating response. The validity of the scale will be ensured by having experts in DBT 

assessing the degree to which individual items represent their understanding of validation. No 

studies have previously been conducted with a similar methodology. There are three major 

goals to this thesis: 

First, having a valid and reliable scale to measure the use of validation provides other 

researchers with a simple, effective and inexpensive way of gathering large amounts of data in 

a relatively short space of time. This will allow researchers to gather a big amount of data at 

multiple points during DBT-treatment in a practical and inexpensive manner. In the scale, 

parents will be asked to determine which validating responses are likely to provide in their 

daily interactions with their children. The form will thus tap the real day-to-day situations in 

which validation – according to DBT-C – should be provided by parents. The fact that the 

form does not rely on a specialized laboratory setting, but taps real-life situation is a unique 

feature to this form and increases the ecological validity of the scale. 

The secondary goal of the current study is to conduct a factor analysis based on the data 

gathered from the DBT-practitioners. A model of validation proposed by Linehan (1997) has 

been hugely influential in the field of validation research (e.g. Fruzzetti, 2001; Carson-Wong, 

Rizvi, 2014). This theoretical conception (outlined in section 2.6.2) is however largely based 

on clinical observations. It would therefore be a unique contribution to the field, if the model 

could be replicated in a factor analysis based on empirical data.  

The third goal of this thesis will be to look at patterns in how the DBT-trained practitioners 

evaluate different forms of validation – for example whether certain levels of validation are 

considered to be more representative than others. This will provide some insight into the 

relationship between how practitioners think about validation and the theoretical construct of 

validation. This can reveal potential discrepancies between validation as conceptualized in the 

literature on DBT, and validation as understood by individual health professionals. It can also 
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reveal patterns in parents’ use of different forms of validation - like whether certain forms of 

parental validation are more common or more associated with better outcomes than others.  

Measuring validation by self-report and using expert feedback on the scale items as a basis for 

both a factor analysis and pairwise comparisons between different forms of validation, are 

new ways of approaching the concept of validation. The hope is that the scale developed in 

this thesis will be a useful tool in further research on the topic, and that the analyses will 

facilitate some novel insight into an important, but under-researched topic.  
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2 2 Background 

 

2.1  Overview of DBT 

Dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) is an evidence-based form of CBT, first developed by 

Marsha Linehan at the University of Washington (Linehan, 1993). DBT is a highly structured 

and comprehensive treatment, usually including four main components: 

 

- Weekly individual therapy: As in every other form of therapy the therapeutic 

relationship between the patient and the therapist is important in DBT. The individual 

therapy is the central component upon which the other components of DBT was built 

(Linehan 1993). The goal of the individual therapy is to monitor progress, build a 

therapeutic relationship and help the patient change his or her maladaptive behavior.  

- Therapist consultation meetings: treating patients with BPD can be taxing for the 

therapists. Participating in consultation meetings with other therapists can be useful in 

dealing with this stress. It is also helpful for therapists to receive help from other 

therapists with a similar background working with similar patient groups.  

- Telephone consultation: The patient receiving DBT-treatment can get help by 

telephone consultation with the therapist if necessary. This can help patients learn 

effective modes of requesting help and dealing with difficult situations.  It also allows 

therapists to help patients utilize their skills in everyday-situations and strengthen the 

therapeutic relationship between therapist and patient.   

- Weekly group skills training: One part of the central dialectic of DBT is change. 

Patients are often motivated, but unable to change their own behavior. It is supposed 

in DBT that this is because they lack the necessary skills. Since the individual therapy 

sessions are often spent dealing with crises and maintaining the therapeutic alliance, 

the skills training occurs in a group setting with other patients. 

These four components make up the structure of DBT. Within this framework a therapist tries 

to affect change in the client through various strategies. Since DBT is a comes from the 

tradition of CBT, many of these interventions are aimed at solving problems by modifying 

behavior and thought patterns through techniques such as skills training (for a more thorough 
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review of this section 2.3.4). While working with patients with BPD, Linehan made the 

clinical observation that over-relying on problem solving-strategies often led patients to feel 

like the therapist did not understand their problems and their pain (Linehan, 1997). Based on 

this observation Linehan concluded that the problem-solving approach needed to be balanced 

with a form of acceptance that communicated an empathic understanding of the patient. 

Linehan refers to this as validation. Validation is thus a core component of DBT, and together 

with problem solving strategies it forms the central and eponymous dialectic in DBT. Indeed, 

Linehan writes that: “…validation and problem-solving strategies form the core of DBT; all 

other strategies are built around them” (Linehan, 1993, p. 221). The concept of validation 

will be dealt with in greater detail in section 2.6.1. 

 

2.2  Dialectical behavior therapy for children  

 

DBT has also been adopted for the treatment of children (Perepletchikova, et.al., 2010). DBT 

and DBT-C share a common theoretical background, and the same main treatment target 

(emotional dysregulation). The differences between DBT and DBT-C are therefore mostly 

structural. Perepletchikova writes that “… DBT is a principle-based intervention not defined 

by specific format, techniques, or a set of skills but, rather, by the balance of acceptance and 

change within a dialectical framework.” (Perepletchikova, et.al., 2010, p. 117). DBT-C 

emphasizes function over form, and the structure of the therapy is tailored for the families’ 

needs. You generally do not have weekly group sessions in DBT-C. Exercises and materials in 

skills-training are modified to match the child’s developmental level.  

 

The most salient difference is perhaps that the children’s primary caregivers are an integral 

part of the therapy-process. DBT-C therefore includes a parent training component in addition 

to the four central components of DBT (Perepletchikova, 2010). The differences between 

DBT and DBT-C is reflected in the treatment hierarchies, which are significantly revised to 

incorporate an emphasis on the parental role (see table 1). The treatment hierarchies describe 

the priorities of DBT (Linehan, 1993,) and DBT-C (Perepletchikova, et.al., 2010) in serial 

fashion from highest to lowest priority. The treatment hierarchy for DBT-C heavily 
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emphasizes the role of parents. After children’s life-threatening and therapy-destroying 

behavior, the next rungs on the hierarchy are therapy-interfering behaviors from parents, 

parents’ emotional regulation and parent skills training. Therapy-interfering behavior of 

children and children’s skills training comes toward the very end of the hierarchy.  

This can be challenging, as the therapist must work through the parents. The success of the 

therapy is thus dependent on the parents’ abilities to regulate themselves and utilize their 

skills effectively. On the other hand, it provides an opportunity to intervene on the level of the 

child’s environment, which you rarely have with an adult population. 

Table 1 

Treatment Hierarchy 

 DBT-C DBT 

1 Life-threatening behaviors of the child Life-threatening behaviors of patient 

2 Therapy-destroying behavior of the child Therapy-interfering behavior 

3 Therapy-interfering behaviors of the 

parents 

Quality-of-life interfering behavior 

4 Parental emotion regulation Skills training 

5 Effective parenting techniques  

6 Improve parent-child relationship  

7 Risky, unsafe and aggressive behaviors  

8 Quality-of-life-interfering problems  

9 Skills training  

10 Therapy-interfering behaviors of a child  

The treatment hierarchies of DBT and DBT-C 
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2.3 The theoretical background of DBT and DBT-C 

2.3.1 The biosocial theory 

 

The biosocial theory is one of the three major theoretical foundations of DBT (Rizvi, Steffel, 

Carson-Wong, 2012). According to the biosocial theory mental illness and psychological 

disorders can be construed as certain biological traits or vulnerabilities reacting to the 

environment (Linehan, 1993). For instance, in the framework of the biosocial theory, 

borderline personality disorder (BPD) is primarily construed as a problem with emotion 

regulation. Emotional dysregulation is assumed to stem from an innate biological dysfunction 

that is exasperated by an invalidating environment. Children born with an innate dysfunction 

are sensitive to their own emotions. They are easily triggered, experience extreme emotional 

arousal and return slowly to emotional baseline. Their reactions can seem inexplicable and out 

of proportion with the context and are thus difficult for parents to understand. The 

invalidating environment is one in which private disclosures are met by erratic, judgmental or 

unpredictable responses. Disclosures and utterances are not validated, but rather trivialized or 

punished. The invalidating environment fails to lean children how to regulate emotions. There 

is thus a transactional relationship between invalidation and emotional dysregulation.  

 

2.3.2  Behavioral theory 

 

Behavioral theory is another important theoretical foundation for DBT. DBT came out of the 

tradition of CBT and is considered a part of the third wave of behavioral therapy (Hayes, 

Hoffman, 2017). It thus shares a large part of the theoretical underpinnings of CBT. In DBT as 

in CBT behavior is conceived of broadly, as thoughts, feelings, actions and statements 

(Linehan, 1993). Problematic behavior is analyzed with an eye towards determining what is 

functional about the behavior. Traditional cognitive-behavioral strategies such as cognitive 

restructuring, contingency management and skills training are used to change unwanted 

behavior. 
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2.3.3  Dialectics 

 

The last theoretical foundation of DBT is dialectical philosophy. The dialectical perspective 

on the therapy process is – as the name implies - fundamental to DBT. The dialectical 

perspective emphasizes reality in general, and the therapeutic process specifically, as a state 

of constant development and change (Linehan, 1993). All events are connected and 

interrelated to other events. So are all aspects of the individual. Opposing views and attitudes 

can be present in one person at the same time, and this can cause conflict and ambivalence. 

This world view is fundamental to how DBT conceptualizes both the world and the 

therapeutic process. 

DBT is not unique among therapies in containing dialectical components. The internal 

conflicts and opposing forces of psychoanalysis can for example easily be construed as a form 

of dialectics, and indeed it has been (e.g. Mills, 2000). What distinguishes DBT from other 

forms of therapy with dialectical elements, is how central dialectics are to the conception of 

DBT. Indeed, Linehan writes that “... DBT is based on a specific world view, that of 

dialectics” (Linehan, 1993, p.28). The dialectical perspective is also closely associated with 

biosocial theory, which emphasizes that mental illness and personality disorders are a product 

of the biological and environmental forces interacting with each other. This transactional 

relationship between the environment and the individual is dialectical. 

Dialectics in DBT is also an important mode of dialogue between the therapist and the patient 

(Linehan, 1993). The therapeutic process in DBT emphasize that exploring seemingly 

contradictory views in a non-judgmental manner can have a therapeutic effect and lead to 

development. The main dialectic in DBT is between change and acceptance. The foundational 

principle is that working on changing the person can only happen in the context of accepting 

the patient as he or she is. These two seemingly opposing perspectives must be combined into 

a synthesis. This balancing of acceptance and change strategies is one of the features that 

separates DBT from traditional CBT. 
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2.4 Skills training 

As emphasized previously the main dialectic in DBT is between acceptance and change. 

Personal development occurs in the synthesis between accepting the current situation and 

realizing that change is necessary. Many patients with BPD are stuck in dysfunctional patterns 

of behavior, that they are unable to change even though they cause significant personal 

distress. In order to change these patterns of behavior these patients need to learn skills. Skills 

training is thus an important part of the change–component of the central dialectic of DBT. 

The centrality of skills and skills training is something DBT and CBT have in common. 

Different skills are appropriate for different patients with different behavior patterns and 

symptoms. A comprehensive review of the different skills utilized in DBT is beyond the 

scope of this thesis (see Linehan, 2015 for a thorough review of the different skills and their 

rationales.) It is however common to differentiate between four skill modules, which 

elucidates some key aspects of DBT (Soler, et.al., 2009). These four modules are: 

- Mindfulness: The goal of skills training in mindfulness is to learn to control your 

attention and observe thoughts and actions without judging. 

- Interpersonal effectiveness: The goal of interpersonal effectiveness skills is to learn 

how to relate to others in ways that helps the patient to achieve their interpersonal 

goals, maintain self-respect and maintaining positive relationships.  

- Distress tolerance: The focus of these skills is learning to deal with negative emotions 

and accepting that pain is a natural part of life, and not dangerous.  

- Emotion regulation: The goals of emotion regulation skills is to decrease the lability of 

emotions, resist the harmful motivations that can be associated with negative 

emotions, and increase the frequency of positive emotions.  
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2.5  Efficacy of DBT 

 

DBT was originally developed for treating adult women with borderline personality disorder 

(BPD) and chronic suicidality. Much of the data on the efficacy of DBT has looked at BPD or 

other disorders of emotion regulation. There are several studies indicating the efficacy of 

DBT. Already in 1991, a study was released that showed that DBT was effective in reducing 

parasuicidal behavior and keeping patients in treatment (Linehan, Armstrong, Suarez, Allmon, 

Heard, 1991). These gains were maintained at follow up 6 and 12 months later (Linehan, 

Heard, Armstorng, 1993). The efficacy of DBT has also been established in a meta-analysis 

(Decou, Comotis, Landes, 2019).  

 

Another question is whether DBT is more effective than other forms of treatment.  A few 

studies have indicated that it is more effective than treatment as usual (TAU) at reducing 

dropout, the frequency of suicidal attempts and the frequency and duration of hospitalizations 

(e.g. Linehan, et.al. 2006; Rizvi, Steffel, Carson-Wong, 2012). Another meta-analysis from 

2015 concluded that DBT was more effective than TAU in reducing suicidal and para-suicidal 

behavior, but not significantly more effective in reducing depressive symptoms (Panos, 

Jackson, Hasan, Panos, 2013). The meta-analysis points out that more data is needed on the 

relative efficacy of DBT compared to other treatments.   

 

DBT-C is a relatively new form of therapy which shares the treatment strategy of DBT, but 

differs somewhat in structure (see section 2.2.) At this point in time there does not exist a a lot 

of data on the efficacy of DBT-C. A Randomized control trial of DBT-C on children with 

disruptive mood dysregulation disorder has however been conducted (Perepletchikova, et.al., 

2017). The RCT indicated that DBT-C was more effective in reducing symptoms and 

maintaining gains than TAU. This was true for both internalizing and externalizing problems, 

and the results were evident both on self-report-measures and on observational ratings.  
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2.6  Emotional Dysregulation  

 

Disorders of emotional dysregulation are the major treatment targets for both DBT and DBT-

C. DBT was originally developed to treat BPD. In ICD-10 BPD is a disorder of adult 

personality and behavior (World Health Organization, 1993). Its distinguishing features are 

disturbances in self-image, intense and unstable relationships, excessive efforts to avoid 

abandonment, recurrent acts or threats of self-harm and a chronic sense of emptiness. BPD is 

associated with interpersonal problems and a high level of distress (Gunderson, Herpertz, 

Skodol, Torgersen, Zanarini, 2018). Since personality disorders are rarely given to children, 

studies on DBT-C have generally looked at patient-groups with other disorders that have 

emotional dysregulation as a core symptom. Patient groups with disruptive mood 

dysregulation disorder (DMDD) have been the subjects of some of these studies (see for 

example Perepletchikova, et.al., 2017), as the symptoms are similar to those seen in patients 

with BPD. The diagnosis of DMDD is new to DSM-V, and it is characterized by severe 

problems with regulating emotions at an age-appropriate level, and frequent verbal/behavioral 

temper outbursts (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).  

In DBT, biosocial theory is the conceptual framework through which BPD and other disorders 

of emotional dysregulation are understood. According to the biosocial theory the primary 

symptom of BPD is a pervasive inability to regulate emotions. This inability to regulate 

emotions more concretely entails among other things high sensitivity to emotional stimuli, 

slow return to emotional baseline, low tolerance of emotional affect and intense emotional 

reactions. This inability to regulate emotions can be traced back to a biological vulnerability, 

which is exasperated by the experience of an invalidating environment (Linehan, 1993).  

There has been some empirical support for the biosocial theory. In a review Crowell, 

Beauchaine, and Linehan (2009) found evidence for a developmental path from an innate 

impulsivity and emotional sensitivity in small children, to pervasive problems with emotional 

regulation in adulthood. This developmental path for children is mediated by the experience 

of an invalidating environment. This kind of environment fails to teach children to modulate 

and to label their emotions and can reinforce violent emotional outbursts as the only way to 

get attention (Linehan, 1993). This relationship between the invalidating environment and 

sensitivity to emotion is transactional. This means that sensitive children will receive more 
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invalidating responses, which fails to teach children to regulate their emotions effectively and 

so forth in a vicious cycle. This is in keeping with the biosocial theory as outlined by Linehan.  

This understanding of emotional dysregulation informs most aspects of DBT and DBT-C. The 

transactional relationship between an invalidating environment and sensitivity to emotion, is 

dialectical in nature. This links two of the major theoretical underpinnings of DBT - the 

biosocial theory and dialectics. This perspective on the causes of emotional dysregulation 

informs the understanding of the individual patients and their environment, which again 

informs the interventions and treatment strategies. The centrality of validation as a therapeutic 

tool, stems from this understanding of the origins of emotional dysregulation. There is also a 

close relationship between the central symptoms of BPD as understood in DBT, and the 

different types of skills that are emphasized in DBT (e.g. distress tolerance and emotion 

regulation skills.) There is thus a through line in DBT, connecting the understanding of the 

treatment target (emotional dysregulation) to the theoretical foundations and the specific 

interventions of DBT and DBT-C. 

. 

2.7 Validation 

Validation is one of the key concepts in DBT and Linehan (1993) defines it thus. 

The essence of validation is this: The therapist communicates to the client that her 

responses make sense and are understandable within her current life context or situation. 

The therapist actively accepts the client and communicates this acceptance to the client. 

The therapist takes the client's responses seriously and does not discount or trivialize 

them. Validation strategies require the therapist to search for, recognize and reflect to the 

client the validity inherent in her response to events. (p. 223). 

 

 

Validation is thus the way the therapist communicates acceptance to the patient. It thus 

provides one part of the central dialectic in DBT, along with change strategies. It is believed 

that patients with borderline personality disorder internalize their invalidating environment 

(Linehan, 1993). They are not provided with tools to effectively understand or deal with their 

own emotions. They thus invalidate their own emotions and seek external cues for hints about 
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how to think and feel. Having a therapist validate their emotions can thus be a powerfully 

gratifying experience for these patients, who very rarely have experienced a validating 

environment. Validating the patient in a clinical setting is thus just the first step; the goal is to 

teach the patients themselves to validate their own emotions. 

 

Validation overlaps with the concept of empathy (Linehan, 1997). Like empathy it 

necessitates the ability to understand the emotions, thoughts and actions of the other person. It 

is however important to note that validation is an analytical process. First the therapist must 

separate a valid response from an invalid one. The therapist should not blindly validate every 

action or every emotion. He or she must determine what to validate and in which sense it is 

valid. This is challenging, as different aspects of a response can be valid and invalid. An 

action can for example be invalid, even though it is motivated by a valid emotion. Take for 

example a girl who is being teased by a boy. The girl gets angry and responds by hitting the 

boy. In this situation the emotion (anger) is perfectly valid, while the action (hitting) is 

invalid. A response can also be valid and invalid in different senses. A belief that you are not 

good enough could be perfectly valid given an individual’s background, but invalid in that it 

is not really rooted in facts. The therapist must be careful not to validate what is invalid. 

Validation requires the therapist to constantly analyze the actions, thoughts, emotions and 

physiological response of the patient and determine what is valid and what is invalid.  

 

2.7.1 Levels of validation  

 

The complexity of these determinations has necessitated a system for categorizing validation. 

In Linehan’s conception there are 6 levels. Validation as understood in DBT and DBT-C is 

first defined and discussed generally in Linehan’s book from 1993 (Linehan, 1993), and 

extrapolated in an influential article from 1997 (Linehan, 1997). In both of these sources she 

makes the point that validation is a broad concept that requires some sort of structuring or 

partitioning into different levels.  Linehan therefore develops a theory of six distinct levels of 

validation, that is also adopted in the framework for DBT-C (Perepletchikova, 2017). 
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Table 2  

Levels of validation 

1. The first level of validation is paying attention to what is said in an unbiased and 

non-judgmental manner, and communicating this interest effectively to the client 

2. The second level of validation is accurately reflecting back at the client what he/she 

has said. The goal is to show that you have understood what was said, and make 

sure that you are on the same page.  

3. The third level of validation is articulating the unverbalized. The therapist can 

communicate an understanding of something the client feels or believes, but that has 

not been directly communicated. This demands a certain ability to read between the 

lines of what the client is saying.  

4. The fourth level of validation is validating behavior in terms of causes. The 

therapist communicates how an action is valid given the individuals learning history 

and biology.  

5. The fifth level of validation is validation in terms of the individual’s current 

situation. The therapist communicates how an action, emotion or a thought is valid 

given the client’s current environment, life goals, events etc.  

6. The sixth level of validation is validation in terms of the entire person – her 

strengths, her potential and her core. This kind of validation is akin to a recognition 

of competence, autonomy and equality.  

The different levels of validation as conceptualized by Linehan (1997). 

This way of distinguishing between the different levels of validation have become common in 

most studies on validation (Carson-Wong, Rizvi, 2014). Shenk and Fruzzetti, who use a 

similar, but somewhat modified version of the same framework (Fruzzetti, 2001.) In their 

taxonomy, they operate with seven levels. Level 1-5 closely follows Linehan’s system, but the 

sixth level is partitioned into two distinct levels: their level 6 corresponds roughly to what is 

level six in Linehan’s system, while level 7 is reciprocal vulnerability. 

Distinguishing between these levels of validation helps to make the important distinctions 

between valid and invalid aspects of a response. One could for example validate an action at 

level 4, because their reaction made sense given the patients background or biology. The same 

action could however be counter-productive in the current situation, and therefore invalid at 
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the fifth This once again underlines the crucial fact that invalidation is not an unconditional 

response to any reaction, but it is an analytical process in which the individual has to 

determine what part of the response is valid, and what is invalid.  

These different levels of validation describe how you validate. It is also important to 

emphasize what is validated. It is common – for convenience sake - to differentiate between 

validation of actions, thoughts, physiology and emotions (Linehan, 1993). Most reactions 

contain several of these at the same time. Very rarely do you for example see an emotional 

reaction without a corresponding action, or a physiological reaction without any 

corresponding thoughts. This is however not a reason to do away with the distinction. These 

distinctions are crucial because it is important to be aware of what aspect of someone’s 

reactions you are validating. To determine what is valid in a reaction is hard. There will 

almost always be some valid aspect of a reaction, and differentiating between physiology, 

emotions, actions and thoughts makes these determinations easier.   

 

2.7.2  The function of validation 

 

In Linehan’s conceptualization validation is a therapeutic tool that achieves multiple goals. It 

strengthens the therapeutic relationship, strengthens and reinforces positive behavior and 

teaches clients to validate their own emotions (Linehan, 1997). There has been conducted 

some research on the effects of validation as a therapeutic tool in DBT for adults, though not 

much. A study from 1992 indicated that chronically suicidal female patients with borderline 

personality disorder exhibited less suicidal behavior when they felt that their therapists were 

nurturing and controlling, but also encouraged autonomy (Shearin, Linehan, 1992).  

 

Another study compared DBT with a manualized validation program on a population of 

heroin-dependent women with borderline personality disorder, to ascertain whether DBT was 

significantly more effective than a control condition that retained many aspects of DBT 

(Linehan, et.al 2002). The control condition – Comprehensive Validation Therapy with 12-

Step (CVT+12S) – kept most of the major acceptance-based strategies of DBT in place and 

therefore provides a view into the effect of validation and other acceptance-strategies without 
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the other components of DBT. Both groups saw a significant drop in drug use over a 12-

month period, but the group that was treated with DBT was better able to maintain these gains 

over a follow-up period. This gives some indication that validation can have a therapeutic 

effect in and of itself, but that combining acceptance-based strategies with change-based 

strategies might make the therapeutic gains more durable. This is in keeping with the 

theoretical foundation of DBT (Linehan, 1993). 

 

In regard to the different levels of validation, a 2018 study indicated that there were little 

general effect of validation and subsequent experienced negative and positive emotion 

(Carson-Wong, Hughes, Rizvi, 2018). There was however an association between higher 

levels of validation and a self-reported increase in positive affect and decrease in negative 

affect. This was the case specifically for validation at level 6, while validation at level 4 was 

associated with an increase in negative affect.  

 

The effect of validation has also been investigated in a non-clinical setting. A study used an 

observational rating scale – the validating and invalidating behaviors coding scale (VIBCS) - 

to test the immediate affective and physiological reaction to invalidating and validating 

responses in stressful conditions (Shenk, Fruzetti, 2011). Invalidating behavior led to 

significantly higher levels of negative affect, heart rate and skin conductance than validating 

behavior. Over time, invalidating responses seemed to increase emotional reactivity and led to 

stronger negative reactions. Validating behaviors led to lower levels of negative affect, heart 

rate and skin conductance as well as lower levels of emotional reactivity.  

 

2.7.3 The function of validation in DBT-C 

 

The role of validation is conceptually similar in DBT-C, and equally important. Children need 

to feel validated, if they are to work on changing their behavior (Perepletchikova, 2017). 

According to the biosocial theory, which is fundamental to DBT, people with emotion 

regulation issues are born with a sensitivity to their own emotions. They are easily triggered, 

experience extreme emotional arousal and return slowly to emotional baseline. Their reactions 

can seem inexplicable and out of proportion with the context and are thus difficult for parents 

to understand. These reactions can be unpredictable and challenging for parents to deal with. 
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These children therefore demand a lot of skills and self-regulation from their parents. If 

parents are unable to deal with these reactions, they can create an invalidating environment, 

which is characterized by dismissal of the child’s responses, oversimplification of the ease of 

solutions and reinforcement of escalated emotional displays.  

 

An invalidating environment teaches children to invalidate themselves, depend on the external 

environment for cues on how to respond, respond with high negative emotional arousal and 

form unrealistic goals and expectations. Turning this invalidating environment into a 

validating environment is a central goal of DBT-C. According to Perepletchikova, a 

validating environment lays the foundation for change, teach children to label private 

experiences, decreases shame, promote self-validation and strengthens relationships 

(Perepletchikova, 2017).  The hierarchy of treatment targets in DBT-C emphasizes the 

centrality of this goal, where parental emotional regulation and skills training comes before 

skills training and problem solving with the child. This is in keeping with the fundamental 

tenet of DBT: change can only occur in the context of acceptance.  

 

In DBT, validation is a tool the therapist uses to affect change in a therapeutic setting. In 

DBT-C the focus is on changing an invalidating environment into a validating environment. 

This is achieved through teaching validation strategies to parents, and through 

psychoeducation on the importance of validation (Perepletchikova, 2017).  This imposes both 

challenges and opportunities on the therapist. On the one hand he or she must work through 

parents. The therapist is therefore dependent on the parents’ abilities to learn the crucial skills 

and regulate their own emotions. This does however provide the therapist with a unique 

opportunity to not just work with the child, but to alter the environment of the child 

fundamentally. When working with adults you rarely have that kind of influence on the 

client’s environment. 

 

Several studies suggest a link between an invalidating home-environment and the ability to 

regulate emotions. Children with problems regulating their emotions exhibit more aggressive 

behavior when they are not validated (Herr, Jones, Cohn, Weber, 2015), and a non-clinical 

sample reported significantly higher levels of negative emotions when they were met with 

invalidating responses (Shenk, Fruzzetti, 2011). Another study showed a marked relationship 

between non-suicidal self-injurious thoughts and actions, and an invalidating family 
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environment (Martin, Bureau, Cloutier, Lafontaine, 2011). This is reflected in a recent study, 

which found a significant correlation in the predicted direction between Borderline 

personality disorder symptoms and having parents with an invalidating style (Keng & Wong, 

2017). 

There is also ample evidence of the link between the ability to regulate your emotions and 

subsequent outcomes. One study showed that married men with anger dysregulation problems 

reported higher levels of experienced health-problems, while married women with anger 

dysregulation problems reported higher levels of depression symptoms (Carrere, Mittman, 

Woodin, Tabares, Yoshimoto, 2005). In a study on DBT-patients with Borderline personality 

disorder and substance abuse, improved emotion regulation was linked with increased 

behavior control (Axelrod, Perepletchikova, Holtzman, Sinha, 2011) 

Put together, these findings suggest that validation contributes to the ability to regulate 

emotions, and that regulating emotions have various positive effects. This is consistent with, 

and seems to support the theory of validation as stated in DBT-C. This suggests that there is 

merit to having parent validation skills as a treatment goal.  

 

2.8  Rationale of the current study 

Validation in DBT-C is proposed to affect change in the following way:  

1. Children with an inborn sensitivity to emotions, struggle with regulating their 

emotions partly because they are living in an invalidating environment. 

2. The specific interventions of DBT-C make parents able to validate their children’s 

emotions more effectively. 

3. A more validating home environment enables children to regulate their emotions more 

effectively, which leads to positive outcomes. 

The biosocial theory (point 1) is a part of the theoretical background that DBT and DBT-C 

have in common. However, point 2 and 3 are specific to DBT-C. These differences between 

DBT and DBT-C do not stem from any theoretical divergences, but rather the practical 

differences between treating adults and treating children. In the biosocial theory, emotional 

dysregulation in an adult population is proposed to originate with a biological vulnerability, 
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that is exasperated by an invalidating environment in childhood. The unique thing about 

DBT-C is that you have an opportunity to engage directly with this environment and modify it 

before the damage is done. The central form of validation in DBT is thus the validation 

provided by the therapist to the client. The central form of validation in DBT-C is the 

validation provided by a parent to a child.  

These differences in how validation is used in DBT and DBT-C means that the knowledge 

based on research on validation in DBT is not directly transferable to DBT-C. There is thus a 

need for research on validation as a change mechanism in DBT-C specifically. To the authors 

knowledge there has not been conducted any such research. One roadblock to exploring this 

issue is the fact that the field is currently lacking a simple, comprehensive measure for 

classifying levels and quality of parental validation. A first step towards examining parental 

validation is thus to develop a scale aimed at estimating levels of parental validation.  

This is the primary task of this thesis. To assure the validity of this scale therapists working 

with DBT were approached and asked to classify several items describing various validating 

responses on a 5-point Likert scale, based on the degree to which the item reflected their 

understanding of validation. The responses guided further selection of the items that best 

represented the concept of validation. Cut-off for each item to be included was set to 3.5. 

Given that the range of validation is rather wide, the explorative hypothesis was that only 

50% of the formulated statements would reach an acceptable level of rating.  

The secondary purpose of the current study is to look after a confirmation of Linehans 

theoretical model (Linehan, 1997). The theoretical model emphasizes ten different aspects of 

validation: validation at level 1 through 6, and validation of behavior, thoughts, physiology 

and behavior. If a factor solution was found that reflected the levels of validation or the 

targets of validation, it would provide support for the theoretical construct of validation as 

outlined by Linehan. The hypothesis was that the model would be confirmed in the data.  

The final aim of this study was to examine whether there were any significant differences in 

how experts evaluated different forms of validation. The feedback on the individual items 

from the experts in DBT allowed us to examine whether there were significant differences in 

how well they felt different forms of validation reflected their understanding of the concept of 

validation as a whole. If experts deem certain forms of validation to be less representative, 

this could lead it to being de-emphasized, and therefore the question has clinical significance. 

No aspect of validation is theoretically assumed to be more central than any other, and there is 
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no a-priori reason to assume that clinical experts would deem them to be. For that reason, the 

hypothesis was that there were no significant differences between expert ratings of the 

different forms of validation. The significance level for these comparisons were set to the α = 

0.05 level. 
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3 Methodology 

 

3.1  Participants 

The initial items that were created to measure validation was presented to and discussed with 

a focus group with members of the DBT-team at the child and adolescent psychiatric clinic in 

Oslo north (BUP Oslo Nord). They provided valuable feedback on both the format and the 

content of the scale. This DBT-team is one of several specialized DBT-teams in Norway 

(DBT, Norge, 2019).  The Norwegian DBT-groups have received training from the DBT-

team at the National Centre for Suicide Research and Prevention (NSSF.) This extensive 

training gives the participants a thorough knowledge of the most important aspects of DBT - 

including validation. The training this group has received is thorough and approved by the 

Linehan Institute – the institute founded by the originator of DBT, Marsha Linehan. This 

group is therefore ideally suited to determine whether the individual items accurately reflect 

the construct of validation.  

In the second part of the project a revised version of the scale was distributed to the other 

DBT-teams in Norway. The data was gathered in Nettskjema – a tool for designing surveys 

and collecting data developed by the University of Oslo (The University of Oslo, 2018). 

These experts were asked to determine the degree to which each individual item reflected 

their understanding of validation. Their feedback was the basis upon which the best items 

were selected, and the analyses were conducted. An e-mail containing a hyperlink to the form 

was sent to the leaders of the local DBT groups in Norway (DBT, Norge, 2019). The team 

leaders were then asked to forward the link to the members of the individual DBT-teams. In 

total, the mail was sent to 30 DBT-team leaders, representing 169 members. 33 answers were 

received, of which 3 were discarded due to insufficient data. The e-mail also contained a letter 

explaining the study (the letter is included in appendix part 1). No private data was gathered. 

No previous studies have used experts in a similar way to determine the validity and 

reliability of individual examples of validation. This study can thus give a unique insight into 

how validation is evaluated by experts.  
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3.2  Materials 

The project of the goal was to construct a scale to measure parents’ self-reported validation 

skills. The scale consists of various items describing a validating response. The items were 

created based on a comprehensive literature search. A major source of inspiration for the 

items was Linehan’s article laying out the theoretical construct of validation (Linehan, 1997). 

As discussed earlier (section 2.6.1), Linehan separates the concept of validation into six levels 

and 4 response targets - emotions, thoughts, actions and physiology. The items were created 

to reflect these aspects of validation, with one exception. Validation at Level 1 entails paying 

attention to the child or the client in an empathic, non-judgmental manner, and thus does not 

have a verbal component. It was thus not possible to create items in the form of verbal 

responses that reflected validation at level 1. It is also important to point out that validation at 

level 2 through 6 presupposes validation at level 1. You will not be able to validate on any of 

the other levels unless you are empathically and attentively taking part in the conversation 

with a child or a client. For these reasons the scale contains items representing validation at 

level 2 -6 and of emotions, physiology, actions and thoughts.  

Both the DBT-VLCS (Carson-Wong, Rizvi, 2014) and the VIBCS (Shenk, Fruzzetti, 2011) 

are based on the understanding of validation that is articulated Linehan’s article. These scales 

were another source of inspiration for creating the items. Making the items compatible with 

the understanding of validation reflected in these scales contributes to the criteria validity of 

the scale. To ensure the ecological validity of the scale, the items were constructed to reflect 

generic validating responses that were applicable in most situations (e.g. “I can see that you 

are hurting now”) and validation in common every-day situations, that should be 

recognizable or relatable to most parents, (e.g. “I would be sad too, if anyone said things like 

that to me.”)  

In the next phase of the project a number of items based on these criteria were created (this 

first version of the scale is included in the appendix part 2). These items were then discussed 

with a focus group with members of the DBT-team at the child and adolescent psychiatric 

clinic in Oslo north (BUP Oslo Nord). They provided valuable feedback on both the format 

and the content of the scale. Certain items were dropped, revised or replaced – mostly because 

the scenarios depicted were ambiguous or understood differently by the different members of 

the focus group.  
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A couple of major modifications were made based on discussions with the focus group. The 

first version of the scale included instances of both validating and invalidating responses. 

However, if we wanted to have a sufficient number of items covering the different levels of 

validation, and validation of different response targets for both validation and invalidation, we 

would have needed a large number of items. Another issue was that very little has been 

written on invalidation, which made it harder to construct good items. For these reasons it was 

decided that the final version of the scale should not include invalidating responses. In this 

version of the form the participants were asked to determine how well the items reflected their 

understanding of validation on a scale from 1 to 10. After feedback from the focus group this 

was revised down to a 5-point Likert scale, as the participants found it somewhat arbitrary to 

differentiate between the separate points on a 10-point scale. 

Based on this feedback a revised version of the scale with 30 items was produced. This scale - 

along with a coding table showing which items represent which forms of validation - is 

included in Appendix 3. To ensure the content validity of the scale it was distributed to a 

group of people specializing in, or already specialized in DBT.  The items were formulated as 

validating responses. The experts were asked to respond to whether they believed the item 

represented their understanding of validation. The 5-point Likert scale had the following 

possible responses to the question of whether the items represented their understanding of 

validation: to a very small extent, to a small extent, to some extent, to a large extent, to a very 

large extent. 

The items that the experts consider to be the best was then included in the final scale. In this 

scale, parents will be asked to answer which validating responses they have provided or are 

likely to provide in their daily interactions with their children. This will tap the real day-to-

day situations in which validation – according to DBT-C – should be provided by parents. 

The fact that the form does not rely on a specialized laboratory setting, but taps real-life 

situations increases the ecological validity of this methodology. The scale will measure both 

the global level of validation skills, and the individual patterns in use of validation strategies.  

 

The data gathered from the DBT-practitioners was also the basis upon which the other 

analyses were conducted. One of these analyses was a factor analysis of the responses. The 

goal of this analysis was to confirm the theoretical construct of validation as laid out by 
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Linehan (1997). The other main analysis was to look at patterns in how the DBT-trained 

practitioners evaluate different forms of validation – for example whether certain levels of 

validation are considered more representative than others. This will provide some insight into 

the relationship between how practitioners think about validation and the theoretical construct 

of validation. 

 

3.3  Ethical considerations 

The data for this survey was collected using Nettskjema – a tool for designing surveys and 

collecting data developed by the University of Oslo (The University of Oslo, 2018). An e-

mail containing a hyperlink to the form was sent to the leaders of the local DBT groups in 

Norway (https://dbt.no/dbt-team-i-norge/) The team leaders were then asked to forward the 

link to the members of the individual DBT-teams. The data was collected through Nettskjema 

without gathering any personal information about the participants. There was thus no need to 

apply for approval by the Regional committees for medical and health research ethics (REK.) 

To make sure that the participants were properly informed, the e-mail included a document 

describing the project (the document in its entirety is included in appendix part 1). This 

description included information about the purpose and the methods of the project. The 

participants were also explicitly made aware of the fact that no private data would be 

registered. An e-mail address and a phone number to the author of this thesis was included in 

the document, in case the participants had questions or feedback. The participants were all 

health professionals, and the items included no mention of subjects that could be considered 

offensive or triggering.  

 

3.4  Analysis of data 

The first step of the analysis of the data was to plot the data from the DBT experts into SPSS 

(IBM corp., 2016, version 24). All the analyses outlined in this section were conducted on 

SPSS. As outlined earlier this thesis has three basic components. The first goal of this thesis 

Kommentert [AM1]: analyse kommer sist, rett før 

resultatsdelen.  
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was to develop a scale that could measure parents’ use of different validation-strategies 

(validation of behavior, thoughts, actions, emotions and validation at level 2 through 6). The 

second goal was to conduct a factor analysis, to see whether a factorial solution could be 

found that gave support to the theoretical construct described earlier in this thesis (section 

2.6.2.) The third and final goal of the thesis was to look at differences in how representative 

the different versions of validation were considered to be by experts in the field. These 

different goals necessitated three separate analyses. 

 

3.4.1 Items of the scale 

In the first analysis the goal was to look at the means and the standard deviations of the 

different items. This was the basis upon which the best items were selected. The items were 

coded into SPSS on a scale of 1 to 5 in the following way: 1= to a very small extent, 2= to a 

small extent, 3= to some extent, 4 = to a large extent, 5= to a very large extent. It was 

determined that the criteria for inclusion of an item into the form should be that the item had a 

mean of at least 3.5. The hypothesis was that there would be at least 15 items that achieved 

this criterion. In the event that more than 15 such items reached this criterion, the items with 

the highest mean would be chosen, unless the sample of acceptable items were very skewed. 

In that case certain items could be prioritized to assure that the scale adequately covered the 

breadth of the theoretical construct. 

 

3.4.2  Pairwise comparisons 

One of the goals of the current study was to look at how experts assessed different forms of 

validation – more specifically whether they believed certain forms of validation was more 

reflective of the construct of validation as a whole than other. To examine this, the items 

measuring the same forms of validation were combined (all the items covering for example 

validation of emotions was combined into one aggregate variable and so on.) In the scale, 

each item represented both a level of validation (level 2 through 6) and a mode of validation 

(behavior, emotion, physiology or thought.) Item 6 was for example a statement validating 

behavior at level 6. This item was therefore used as a basis for both the aggregate scale for 
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behavior and the aggregate scale for validation at level 6. We thus had composite variables for 

all the different type of validation (validation at level 2 through 6, and validation of behavior, 

thought, physiology and emotion.) Having found the means and standard deviations of these 

different forms of validation (see table 6), we wanted to determine whether there were 

significant differences between them.  

There is significant controversy about how to properly analyze Likert-scale data. This 

controversy stems from the fact that Likert-scale data exists on the ordinal level scale of 

measurement. You can rank ordinal level data from lowest to highest, but you cannot really 

assign specific numerical values to the different levels (aside from dummy-coding.) The fact 

that you cannot assign numerical values to the data means that it is difficult to analyze with 

parametric statistics. These statistical procedures usually involve adding and dividing item 

values to determine mean values and standard deviations. Is it really meaningful to say that 

there is a mean between a response like approve and strongly approve?  

There have been a significant number of studies looking at these questions, and there seems to 

be good reason to believe that the benefits of using parametric statistics on ordinal scale data 

outweighs the disadvantages (see Norman, 2010 for a review). This review examines both 

theoretical and empirical data indicating that parametric statistical methods are quite robust 

against deviations from the assumptions generally thought to be underlying these procedures 

(having data on at least an interval scale of measurement, having a normal distribution etc.) 

The appropriateness of using parametric statistics on Likert data is generally considered to be 

clearer when we are dealing with Likert scale data (composite items based on aggregating 

individual Likert items), and not Likert item data. We therefore opted for a parametric test to 

determine whether different versions of validation were considered by experts to be more 

representative for the concept of validation. Since we had a single sample, we opted for a 

paired samples t-test to find out whether there were significant differences between the 

different aggregate scales. Individual comparisons were done between the five levels of 

validation (ten comparisons in total), and between the different modes of validation (six 

comparisons in total.) The alpha level was set to the α = 0.05 level. 
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3.4.3  Factor analysis 

There are traditionally two different ways of determining the number of factors to extract in a 

factor analysis. The first is to base the factor extraction on eigenvalues. An eigenvalue is a 

measure of the strength of the variable. A stronger variable explains more of the variance in 

the data. Conventionally you only extract factors with an eigenvalue of >1. This criterion for 

extracting factors is the standard way of extracting factors in SPSS as well. A factor with an 

eigenvalue of >1 indicates that you have found a factor that can account for more variance 

than any single variable alone – hence you have simplified the data. By definition the variable 

that explains most of the variance is factor 1 and so on. The factor extraction continues as 

long as each additional factor has an eigenvalue of >1  

The other way of determining the number of factors to extract is to visually inspect the scree 

plot to determine whether there is an obvious drop of in the variance explained. A scree plot 

used in factor analysis usually has the eigenvalue on the y axis and the number of factors on 

the x axis. Sometimes there is a distinct point along the x-axis where the slope suddenly levels 

off – indicating that each new factor explains a lot less of the variance. When that happens, it 

is usually an indication that there is limited explanatory value in adding new factors. In the 

initial factor analysis, we decided to use the traditional criteria of eigenvalue >1, but to also 

examine the scree-plot to see whether there were any obvious reasons to look at any other 

factor solutions.  

Another important question was what kind of rotation to use – orthogonal or oblique. The 

rationale for rotating your solution is that you want to achieve simple structure – a factorial 

solution that have the maximum possible number of items loading on the minimum number of 

factors (Kinnear, Gray, 2000). A factor solution with simple structure is also characterized by 

having few complex items – items that load significantly on multiple factors. With an 

orthogonal rotation solution factors are not allowed to correlate with each other. This often 

yields simpler solutions that are easier to interpret, but it can be problematic to force an 

uncorrelated solution, if the factors actually correlate. Oblique rotation methods allow the 

factors to correlate. It seems likely that the different factors of validation correlate with each 

other. We are after all dealing with different aspects of the same construct. For these reasons 

an oblique rotation method seems like the most reasonable choice. In SPSS, we chose the 

oblique rotation method Direct oblimin.  
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We also decided to conduct two separate factor analyses – one analysis for all the 30 items, 

and one analysis for just the items that according to the criteria defined in section 3.4.2 were 

of sufficiently high quality. For each of these analyses we wanted to look at the number of 

factors with an eigenvalue over 1. We also wanted to look at the scree-plot to see if any other 

factor solutions looked plausible based on a visual inspection of the scree plot. Lastly, we 

wanted to look at the pattern matrix in SPSS. The pattern Matrix shows the individual item 

loadings on the different extracted factors. The pattern matrix shows us whether the factor 

solution was simple, easily interpretable solutions and/or bore some resemblance to the 

theoretical model of validation. Since we only wanted to look at the meaningful factor 

loadings, we suppressed factor loadings <30 when displaying the pattern matrix. 
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4  Results 

4.1  Items of the scale 

To determine the quality of the individual items a simple analysis was conducted in SPSS to 

determine the means and standard deviations of all the individual items (table 3). 

Table 3 

Means and standard deviations for the individual scale items. 

 

Item 

number 

N Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Item 

number 

N Mean Standard 

Deviation 

1 30 3,97 0,67 16 30 3,50 0,90 

2 30 3,57 0,77 17 30 3,97 0,67 

3 30 3,93 0,94 18 30 3,30 0,79 

4 30 4,00 0,64 19 30 3,37 0,72 

5 30 3,37 1,00 20 30 3,27 0,91 

6 30 3,57 0,94 21 30 3,10 0,66 

7 30 3,77 0,90 22 30 3,70 0,70 

8 30 3,13 0,78 23 30 3,40 0,68 

9 30 3,20 0,93 24 30 2,67 0,80 

10 30 3,33 0,80 25 30 3,93 0,74 

11 30 2,93 0,91 26 30 3,53 0,97 

12 30 3,70 0,70 27 30 3,73 0,83 

13 30 3,38 0,90 28 30 3,67 0,88 

14 30 3,40 0,86 29 30 4,03 0,67 

15 30 3,87 0,68 30 30 3,57 0,69 
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We see that 17 items were found to have a mean greater than 3.5 - the criteria specified in the 

hypothesis. This exceeded the goal of having at least 15 items. Table 4 shows the distribution 

of these 17 items among different versions of validation. The distribution is skewed in a few 

ways. When it comes to the response targets, we see that eight of the seventeen of the 

acceptable items are responses validating emotions, while only two were responses validating 

actions. For the levels of validation, only one of the acceptable items represented validation at 

level 5. Of the scores that cleared the criteria, the two items with the lowest scores was an 

item describing validation of emotions at level 5 (item 16) and an item describing validation 

of emotions at level 6 (item 17.) To ensure that the test covered the breadth of the theoretical 

construct item 16 was kept in the finished scale, while item 17 was discarded. A total of 16 

acceptable item were thus included in the finished version of the scale. The scale - along with 

a coding table showing which items represent which forms of validation - is included in 

Appendix 4. 

Table 4 

 Emotion Action Physiology  Thought Sum 

Level 2 II  I  3 

Level 3 I  II I 4 

Level 4 II   II 4 

Level 5 I    1 

Level 6 II II  I 5 

Sum 8 2 3 4  

 

4.2  Factor analysis  

The following factor analyses were conducted in accordance with the procedure described in 

section 3.4.3. The pattern matrixes (which shows how the individual items load onto the 

factors) for all the factor analyses are included in appendix 5. The limited number of 

participants (n=30) is relevant for the interpretation 
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Factor analysis 1 

The first factor analysis was conducted with all the 30 items from appendix 3. The analysis 

turned out a factor solution with nine factors with an eigenvalue greater than 1. The pattern 

matrix could not be considered simple according to the criteria laid out in section 3.4.3 (the 

pattern matrix is included in the appendix part 5). There were multiple complex variables. The 

solution was also difficult to interpret. The pattern of item factor loadings on the different 

factors bore no resemblance to the theoretical construct we wanted to examine. The items 

seemed to load relatively randomly to different factors. The scree plot did however reveal a 

pretty sudden drop off in the amount of variance explained after the fourth component (see 

table 4). One of the hypotheses was that the factor analysis would reveal a solution 

corresponding to the 4 validation targets (behavior, thought, emotion and physiology.) We 

therefore decided to conduct an additional factor analysis, forcing a four-factor solution.  

Table 4 

 

Scree plot for the first factor analysis, showing the eigenvalues as a function of the number of factors 

 

Factor analysis 2 

Based on the scree plot in table 4 we conducted a factor analysis of all the thirty items, 

extracting a fixed number of factors – four. However – like in the first analysis - the factor 
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solution was not simple, contained multiple complex variables and bore no real resemblance 

to the theoretical construct (the pattern matrix is included in the appendix part 5). 

 

Factor analysis 3 

In the third factor analysis we included only the 17 items that were considered to be of 

acceptable quality according to the criteria set out in section 3.4.1. We then conducted the 

factor analysis as described in section 3.4.3. This factor analysis extracted five factors with an 

eigenvalue of >1. Once again, the solution was not simple, had multiple complex variables, 

had no discernable relationship to the theoretical construct and was thus difficult to interpret 

(the pattern matrix is included in the appendix part 5). Like with the first factor analysis it did 

yield a scree-plot that suggested a possible four factor solution (see table 5). We therefore 

opted to do a fourth factor analysis. 

Table 5 

 

 
Scree plot for the third factor analysis, showing the eigenvalues as a function of the number of factors 

 

Factor analysis 4 

Based on the scree plot in table 5 we conducted a factor analysis of all the seventeen items 

that were of acceptable quality according to the criteria set out in section 3.4.1. In accordance 
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with a visual examination of the screen plot in table 5, we extracted a fixed number of factors 

– four. However – like in the other analyses - the factor solution was not simple, contained 

multiple complex variables and bore no real resemblance to the theoretical construct (the 

pattern matrix is included in the appendix part 5). None of the four factor analyses was thus 

able to provide support for the theoretical construct described in this thesis. Possible 

explanations and implications of this will be discussed in section 5.4. 

 

4.3  Pairwise comparisons 

All the items representing the same versions of validation were combined into composite 

scores in SPSS (for example, all the items measuring validation of behavior were combined 

into an aggregate behavior variable etc.) The aggregate scores are the mean of all the items 

measuring a certain form of validation. For the mean levels for the different composite scores 

see table 6. These means can be interpreted as a measurement of how representative of 

validation the experts deemed different versions of validation to be.  

 
Table 6                                                       

 N Mean 

Aggregate behavior 30 3.38 

Aggregate emotion 30 3.67 

Aggregate thought  30 3.51 

Aggregate physiology  30 3.49 

Aggregate level 2 30 3.57 

Aggregate level 3 30 3.55 

Aggregate level 4 30 3.55 

Aggregate level 5 30 3.21 

Aggregate level 6 30 3.73 
Aggregate scores of composite scales 

 

If there were significant differences between the aggregate scores for different versions of 

validation, that could be interpreted as a sign that experts consider certain forms of validation 

to be more important than others. To test this proposition all of the composite scores for the 

validation targets (thought, behavior, emotion and physiology) were compared pairwise (six 

total comparisons.) The same was done with the different levels of validation (ten total 

comparisons.) This yielded a total number of 16 comparisons. Seven of these were 
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statistically significant at the α = 0.05 level (see table 7 for all the statistically significant 

comparisons). This table shows all the differences between pairs of composite scores that 

were significant at α = 0.05. The > indicates which form of validation had the highest 

aggregate score. The patterns and implications of these significant differences will be 

discussed in section 5.4.    

                                                                

Table 7 

 
Significant pairwise comparisons at an α = 0.05 level 

 

 

Comparisons P-value 

Aggregate emotion > Aggregate behavior .003 

Aggregate emotion > Aggregate thought .040 

Aggregate emotion > Aggregate physiology .024 

Aggregate Level 2 > Aggregate level 5 .002 

Aggregate Level 3 > Aggregate level 5 .006 

Aggregate level 4 > Aggregate level 5 .000 

Aggregate level 6 > Aggregate level 5 .000 
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5 Discussion 

Three analyses were conducted based on the goals specified in section 2.7. All of the analyses 

were based on gathering quantitative survey data from experts in DBT. In the first part of the 

study a scale was created that could measure the presence of different forms of parental 

validation. 17 items were deemed acceptable according to the criteria laid out in section 3.4.1 

– 16 of whom were included in the finished scale (appendix 4).  Second, a factor analysis did 

not provide support for the influential theoretical model of validation proposed by Linehan 

(1997). Third, significant differences were uncovered in how experts evaluate different forms 

of validation. Validation at level 5 was considered significantly less representative of the 

concept of validation as a whole than validation at the other levels. Validation of emotions 

were on the other hand considered to be more representative of validation than validation of 

other response targets. The implication of these findings will be discussed in the following 

sections.  

 

5.1  Utility of the scale 

 

The scale contained in the appendix part 4 is the first of its kind. There are other scales that 

measures validation and has been shown to do so in a reliable manner. The VIBCS developed 

by Fruzzetti (Fruzzetti, 2001) is one of these scales. The VICBS reliably measures the amount 

of validating and invalidating responses in any interaction – for example a parent-child dyad. 

The scoring is based on observation from trained raters. It does not however code for any 

specific versions of validation separately. The raters are asked to give one single global 

validation rating based on the presence of all the other forms of validation. This separates it 

from the current scale, which yields separate scores for the different levels of validation. 

 

The DBT-VLCS is another scale for measuring validation with relatively good psychometric 

qualities (Carson-Wong, Rizvi, 2014). This scale measures the presence of the individual 

levels of validation and is based on observation of individual therapy sessions. The raters 

have to go through a relatively comprehensive training program and receive instructions on 
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how to score the DBT-VLCS. Though this scale gave individual scores for the separate levels 

of validation, it was designed specifically to be used in therapist-client dyads. This is reflected 

in the scoring instructions. This separates it from the current scale, which measures the levels 

of validation in a parent-child dyad.  

 

One feature of the current study that distinguishes it from both of these scales is the fact that it 

is based on self-reporting. Trying to tap the concept of validation in a scale based on self-

reporting has multiple benefits. Among these are the relative ease by which the scale can be 

distributed to a big number of participants in a relatively short space of time, without the time 

and cost involved in training people to follow observation protocols. This will allow 

researchers to gather big amounts of data at multiple points during DBT-treatment in a 

practical and inexpensive manner. This makes the inclusion of a validation measurement in 

clinical studies more feasible.  

 

Another advantage to the current study is that it does not just look at the different levels of 

validation, but it explicitly looks at validation of different response targets (behavior, thought, 

physiology and emotion.) While these forms of validation are mentioned in the instructions 

for the other scales mentioned here, these scales do not measure them separately. Linehan 

points put that “It is important that the therapist acknowledge and validate responses across 

the entire system rather than focus attention on just one subsystem (e.g., cognitive 

representations or actions) of responding.)” (Linehan, 1997, p.381). Having different items 

that explicitly scores for these response targets, ensures that important aspects of validation 

are included, and thus ensures the content validity of the scale. It also allows for comparisons 

between validation of response targets such as have been conducted in section 4.3 

 

5.2  Additional steps 

 

Having created a scale that taps the construct of validation, and taken steps to ensure its 

psychometric qualities, the natural next step is to pilot-test the scale with parents – preferably 

with parents who are part of a DBT-C-program. It will be important to get feedback from 

parents on how they experience the items and the scale. Are the items easy to understand and 
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are the instructions sufficiently clear? Is it easy for the parents to determine whether they are 

likely to use a certain type of statement? If the answer to these questions are no, that will 

impede the validity of the scale, as parents are not able to provide accurate answers. The pilot 

study will help establish the feasibility of a larger scale study, and potentially form the basis 

for modifications.  

 

Having conducted a pilot study to establish the feasibility of a larger scale study, it would also 

be very helpful to develop norms for the test. Creating norms is the process in which you 

aggregate a sample of scores from a specific population to establish a benchmark. Different 

scores can then be compared to this benchmark. The most obvious population to create a 

norm for in this instance is probably parents with children who are getting treatment for a 

disorder of emotional dysregulation, as this is the group the scale is primarily created for. 

There are two distinct advantages to establishing norms. The first is that it makes 

interpretations of individual scores easier: are these parents better or worse at validating than 

the norm? Do these parents over- or underutilize certain forms or levels of validation 

compared to the norm? It also makes comparisons on group levels easier. Are parents from 

other populations better at validating than parents with children with disorders of emotional 

dysregulation? Are there differing patterns in the use of different forms of validation? The 

answers to these and other interesting questions will be easier to answer if there is a norm. A 

norm for parents from a non-clinical population could also yield interesting information and 

make further comparisons and analyses easier. 

 

5.3  Clinical application 

 

Having completed the steps specified in section 5.2, there are multiple interesting ways to use 

the scale in clinical studies. A complete review of the potential application of this scale will 

not be included in this thesis. It would however be instructive to point out a few potential 

applications of this scale in clinical studies: 

 

As laid out in section 2.7 one of the rationales for DBT-C is that through treatment, parents 

will become more able to validate their children. It is thus a central, stated hypothesis in DBT-
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C that parents should become better at validation as a result of treatment. This scale could test 

that proposition and establish a numeric reliability test of the efficiency of DBT-C in terms of 

validation. The most natural way of doing this would perhaps be a within-subjects design, 

where parental validation skills are tested at the beginning and the end of a DBT-C program. 

If there were concerns about carryover effects, this proposition could also be tested in a 

between groups design, where similar groups of participants where tested at the end and at the 

beginning of a DBT-C program. 

 

Another proposition in DBT-C is that parents validation skills will lead to less emotional 

dysregulation in their children. This scale could help elucidate this proposition and establish a 

more ecological valid estimate of the process. One could for example measure the 

development of parental validation using the scale, at two or more points during treatment, 

and do the same thing with the symptom severity of the child. If it is the case that children 

become more able to regulate their emotions if they are validated, one would expect that 

improvements in parental validation skills would lead to a corresponding improvement in the 

symptoms of the child at a later time. Measuring validation using this scale would also make 

it possible to look at the temporal relationship between parental validation skills and the 

emotional dysregulation of the child. 

 

Both of these propositions are rooted in the biosocial theory, which proposes that disorders of 

emotional dysregulation arise from biological vulnerabilities, that is exasperated by an 

invalidating environment in childhood (Linehan, 1993). The absence of parental validation 

should therefore be associated with emotional dysregulation on a group level. Since the 

child’s environment is - to a large extent - created by their parents, it stands to reason that 

parental validating skills should affect the frequency and severity of childhood emotional 

dysregulation. This assumption could be tested with this scale, by comparing a group of 

parents with children with disorders of emotional dysregulation and parents of a non-clinical 

sample. If a non-clinical sample of parents had significantly better validation skills than 

parents with children with disorders of emotional dysregulation, it would provide support for 

a central theoretical tenet of DBT and DBT-C and contribute to the theory´s construct 

validity. 

 

These kinds of comparisons could also be made between other clinical or non-clinical groups 
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with the help of this scale. As we have seen earlier, there are many disorders that are 

associated with emotional dysregulation. Could lower levels of parental validation be found in 

these groups as well? There are some indications that validation is related to externalizing 

problems, but not to internalizing problems (Shenk, Fruzzetti, 2013). If this is the case it 

could be hypothesized that you would see lower levels of parental validation with children 

with externalizing problems, than with children with internalizing problems. This scale makes 

these questions easier to answer.  

 

 

5.4  Support for theoretical construct 

 

The theoretical construct of validation was not replicated in the factor analysis. This could of 

course be because the perception of validation among experts does not adhere to the 

theoretical construct of validation as laid out by Linehan (1997). This possibility highlights a 

potential issue in the studies done on validation: the existing studies (e.g. Shenk, Fruzzetti, 

2011; Carson-Wong, Rizvi, 2014) relies heavily on Linehan’s conception of validation as 

consisting of six levels and four response targets. This theoretical construct is however mostly 

based on clinical observations made by Linehan and her colleagues. There is thus no a priori 

empirical reason to assume that a factor analysis will yield a factor solution along the lines of 

the theoretical construct. 

 

In this instance there is however good reasons to be careful in interpreting the factor analysis 

as a data point against the theoretical construct of validation as laid out by Linehan. As 

pointed out in section 4.2, the relatively small number of participants (n=30), was not ideally 

suited for a factor analysis. There is no generally agreed upon standard for the minimum 

number of participants you need in order to conduct a factor analysis. Many different rules of 

thumb have been proposed about the minimal number of participants, and/or the minimal ratio 

between participants and items. These rules of thumb are often simplistic, and usually have 

limited empirical data to support them (see Guadagnoli, Velicer, 1988 for review). Two 

important arguments are made in this review. The first point is that a larger number of 
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participants, leads to more accurate and reliable factor solutions. It is therefore no surprise 

that this factor analysis failed to come up with a simple and interpretable solution.  

 

However, the second point made in this review, is that the minimum number of participants 

needed to conduct a factor analysis is contingent upon factors we do not know before the 

factor analysis has been conducted – for example how many factors are extracted, and how 

strongly the individual items load on to the factors. It is also the case that a positive result 

(e.g. a simple solution compatible with the theoretical construct) would have been 

interpretable even with a very low number of participants. A solution like that would not have 

occurred randomly just because we had a low number of participants. For these reasons it was 

decided that that a factor analysis should be conducted, despite of the low number of 

participants. There was little downside to conducting the factor analysis, and a potential 

upside. The low number of participants does however mean that we should be very careful in 

interpreting the failure to replicate the theoretical construct of validation as a data point 

against the existence of such a construct.  

  

 

5.5  Experts’ perception of validation 

 

The pairwise comparisons conducted in section 5.3 revealed a couple of patterns. For one 

thing, the average score of the items measuring validation of emotions, were significantly 

higher than the average scores for validation of behavior, thoughts and physiology. In other 

words, experts considered validation of emotions to be more typical of validation, than other 

forms of validation. The hypothesis was that there would be no differences between the 

different levels of validation, because there were no theoretical or empirical indications that 

there would be. No similar analysis has been conducted before, and Linehan does not 

emphasize one version of validation over the others. Thus, there seems to be no rationale for 

rating validation of emotions higher. If it is the case that experts deem validation of emotions 

to be a more representative form of validation than the other forms of validation, it is possible 

that this is reflected in the way validation is communicated to parents and used clinically. It is 
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also the case that other ways of measuring validation (the DBT-VLCS (Carson-Wong, Rizvi, 

2014) and the VIBCS (Fruzzett, 2001) does not contain separate measurements for validation 

of the different response targets. Rather, the raters are asked to provide a single score based 

on validation of all the response targets.  If experts consistently consider validation of 

emotions to be more important than validation of other response targets, it is possible that 

these expert raters overemphasize the importance of validation of emotions, without any 

theoretical or empirical justification.  

 

The other pattern revealed by the pairwise comparisons, was that the average score for the 

items measuring validation at level five was significantly lower than the average scores for 

validation at the other levels. As with validation of emotions, there are no theoretical 

justification for this, as no form of validation is deemed more important than the others in the 

theoretical construct. The very limited amount of data about levels of validation has indicated 

that validation at higher levels (4-6) is more effective in increasing positive emotion and 

decreasing negative emotions, than validation at lower levels (Carson-Wong, Hughes, Rivzi, 

2018). This certainly gives no reason to deemphasize validation at level 5. The same study 

showed that validation at level 4 and 5 was less used than other levels of validation. This 

seems to be consistent with the perception of validation at level 5 as less representative, 

though it offers no justification for this view. 

 

5.6 Limitations 

5.6.1  Self-reporting 

As outlined in section 5.1 there are several advantages to being able to measure validation 

based on self-reporting. There are however also some drawbacks associated with relying on 

self-report. One such issue is social desirability bias – the tendency of people to provide 

answers they believe are desirable and will make them look good. Social desirability is a 

threat to the validity of a scale, as people might give answers that they think they should give 

rather than giving truthful answers (King & Bruner, 2000). Social desirability bias 

presupposes that individuals have a clear perception that certain responses are more desirable 

than others. It is natural to assume that most parents want to be perceived as good parents. It 
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is also quite likely that many parents taking this test will perceive the items as tapping 

desirable parenting skills. Giving affirmative answers might therefore be perceived as socially 

desirable. This will perhaps be even more evident if the scale is presented to parents involved 

in a DBT-C program – where the desirability of validation as a parenting strategy is explicitly 

emphasized.  

This could be a challenge in interpreting the individual scores provided by the scale and is 

therefore a real and relevant impediment to the validity of the scale. It is however worth 

emphasizing that the individual scores by themselves are not all that informative anyway. The 

individual scores are primarily interesting when compared to a norm, when comparing to 

other groups or when tracking development (for example looking at the score before and after 

an intervention like a DBT-C-group.) Even though the individual score is perhaps influenced 

by the social desirability bias, it can be quite informative to look at discrepancies between an 

individual score and a norm, correlations between individual scores and symptoms, and 

differences between the current level and a previous score. It is also worth pointing out that 

the social desirability bias could be a potential issue for the scales based on observational 

ratings as well. People who know that they are being observed and assessed might want to act 

in a socially desirable way. The way parents use validation in that setting, might not be 

representative for how they generally use validation. Once again this might be particularly 

pronounced when the parents are taking part in a DBT-C program, where the desirability of 

validation is emphasized. 

 

5.6.2  Types of validation not accounted for 

In Linehan’s conception there are 6 levels of validation. This scale only covers five of these – 

level 2 through 6. Validation at Level 1 entails paying attention to the child or the client in an 

empathic, non-judgmental manner. Treating this form of validation as baseline follows the 

example Fruzzetti and his work on the VIBCS (Fruzzetti, 2001). The rationale for doing so in 

this case is two-fold. First, it is difficult to come up with statements that just entails paying 

attention to a client, as the act of paying attention is not a verbal act. Secondly validation at 

level 2 through 6 presupposes validation at level 1. You will not be able to validate on any of 

the other levels unless you are empathically and attentively taking part in the conversation 

with a child or a client.  
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 Linehan distinguishes between topographical and functional validation (Linehan, 1997). 

Topographical validation is defined as an explicit and verbal way of communicating 

validation to the recipient. An example of this could be a parent telling a child who is visibly 

upset when talking about something unpleasant that “I can see that you’re feeling 

uncomfortable talking about this – it’s perfectly natural when you’ve been through what you 

have been through!” Functional validation is communicating the same sentiment implicitly 

through an act. In this example one could communicate that you have noticed the child’s 

reaction and validate it by changing the topic of conversation. Both kinds of validation are 

important, but this scale will only tap topographical validation. 

Lastly it is worth pointing out that this scale only deals with the positive concept of 

validation, not the negative concept of invalidation. There were two reasons for this omission. 

First, the goal was to include items that measured both the different levels of validation, and 

items for the different response targets. To do this for invalidation in addition to validation, 

would have necessitated twice the number of items. This would have resulted in long and 

potentially tedious scales, which in turn could harm both the quality of the responses and the 

participation rate. The other reason for the omission was the difficulty of operationalizing and 

creating items for some of the levels of invalidation. Take for example validation at level 2 – 

the accurate reflection back of what the child or client says. Is the inverse of this to 

inaccurately reflect back what the child says or to not reflect back at all? And how do you 

create an item that is an example of an inaccurate reflection? This was made more difficult by 

the fact that a lot less has been written on invalidation than on validation. The absence of any 

items for invalidation does however represent a limitation in the interpretation of the scale. 

This weakness is shared by the DBT-VLCS (Carson-Wong, Rizvi, 2014), which also does not 

measure invalidation. The VIBCS does however contain a separate scale for measuring 

invalidating responses (Shenk, Fruzzetti, 2011.) 
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5.6.3  Number of participants 

Another limitation to this study is the relatively low number of participants. This study 

included 30 participants. This was mainly due to a relatively low participation rate. We 

deliberately limited the pool of potential participants by only including health professionals 

we knew had some background knowledge of validation. The easiest way to do this was to 

distribute the form to members of the DBT-groups, since membership in DBT groups 

presupposes some training, which includes information on validation. As pointed out in 

section 5.1, this had certain advantages. For one thing having a highly knowledgeable group 

of experts providing input on the items, increases the validity and reliability of the scale. It 

also provided a unique insight into how validation is understood by experts in the field.  

At the same time, all the three analyses conducted in this thesis would obviously be 

strengthened by a larger number of participants. We pointed out in section 5.3 the reasons 

why low number of participants is problematic in conducting and interpreting a factor 

analysis. It is also the case that the t-tests conducted in the pairwise comparisons (see section 

4.3.) would have had more statistical power to discover significant differences between 

different forms of validation if there were more participants. It is also the case that the 

psychometric qualities of the individual items of the scale would have been stronger if there 

were more participants. There could thus be value in doing a follow up study, trying to recruit 

more participants. 

 

5.6.4  Number of items 

Another limitation was the relatively low number of items covering each of the aspects of 

validation. When creating the scale, there was an obvious tradeoff between the number of 

items on the one hand, and participation rate and the scale being easy to administer on the 

other. Ideally, we would have as many items as possible representing all of the different forms 

of validation. That would give us a more robust sense of how experts rated the different forms 

of validation, and it would make it easier to detect relevant patterns in how parents use 

validation strategies. If the scale was to long however, it could make both parents and experts 

less willing to participate. The fact that we had a relatively low participation rate among 

experts indicates that this fear was legitimate. The limited number of items could make the 
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validity of the scale lower. This is especially true when looking at the different forms of 

validation – for example only one item in the scale measures validation at level 5, and only 

two items measures validation of actions. Parents’ scores on the individual forms of validation 

should thus be interpreted with more caution than their global score – especially when it 

comes to the forms of validation that are underrepresented in the form. 
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6 Conclusions 

 

DBT and DBT-C are forms of therapy that have shown a lot of promise in treating patients 

with disorders of emotional dysregulation - groups that have previously been considered 

difficult to treat. Quite a few studies have presently been conducted on the efficacy of DBT 

and DBT-C. Fewer studies have however looked at how these treatments work, and by which 

processes they are efficacious. A key component in both DBT and DBT-C is validation. 

According to the biosocial theory, the lack of parental validation is a cause of emotional 

dysregulation. Parental validation skill is an important treatment goal in DBT-C and a 

proposed change mechanism in both DBT and DBT-C. Despite the centrality of parental 

validation, there is a scarcity of studies on the subject.  

The goal of this thesis was to contribute some insight into this under-studied subject. Three 

major analyses were conducted in this thesis. All these analyses were based on experts’ 

ratings of validating responses. This novel approach led to some novel insights and 

contributions to the field. First, a scale was created that could measure the presence of 

different forms of parental validation. Second, a factor analysis did not provide support for the 

influential theoretical model of validation proposed by Linehan (1997). Third, significant 

differences were uncovered in how experts evaluate different forms of validation. The utility 

of the scale and the implications of these findings have been discussed at length in this thesis. 

These novel insights into the nature of validation are important and interesting, but needs to 

be expanded upon. Given the promise of DBT and DBT-C in treating disorders of emotional 

dysregulation, it is very important to gather more empirical data on the fundamental concepts 

underlying them, like validation. The existing data has just scratched the surface of a key 

concept of the biosocial theory, DBT and DBT-C. Subsequent studies should try to expand 

upon the analyses in this study, both in terms of number of participants and depth of analysis. 

A variety of analyses and approaches should be adopted to elucidate the role of validation - 

both in DBT and in other forms of therapy. Hopefully, this study will prove to be useful in 

this process.  
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Appendix 

Appendix 1 

Letter to the DBT leaders 

 

 

 

 

Validering er en av grunnsteinene i dialektisk atferdsterapi (DBT). I dialektisk 

atferdsterapi for barn (DBT-C) er det et hovedmål at foreldre skal lære å validere 

barna sine. Det finnes belegg i forskningen for å si at validering kan bidra til bedre 

emosjonell regulering. Det finnes også undersøkelser som viser en sammenheng 

mellom emosjonell regulering og funksjonsutfall. Det finnes derimot ingen forskning 

på hvordan eller hvorvidt DBT-C for barn faktisk gjør foreldre bedre til å validere 

sine barn.  

I forbindelse med et forskningsprosjekt om DBT-C i regi av UiO, ønsker vi å lage et 

selvrapporteringsskjema med spørsmål for å tappe foreldres bruk av validerende 

responser. For å sikre spørsmålenes kvalitet, ønsker vi å få tilbakemelding på hvorvidt 

og i hvilken grad spørsmålene gjenspeiler DBT-terapeuters forståelse av begrepet 

validering. Hvert spørsmål er formulert som en mulig foreldre-respons til et barn, uten 

å angi hvilken kontekst denne responsen skjer i. Ta utgangspunkt i at responsen 

kommer i en passende kontekst. På grunnlag av tilbakemeldingene fra dere som nå får 

skjemaet, vil det gjøres et utvalg av de beste spørsmålene som vil ende opp i det 

ferdige skjemaet. Med de beste spørsmålene mener vi de spørsmål som får høyest 

gjennomsnittlig vurdering av dere DBT-terapeuter. Vi er derfor veldig takknemlige 

om du kunne tatt deg tid til å fylle ut det vedlagte skjemaet - det tar ikke mer enn 5-10 

minutter. Dersom det skulle være noen spørsmål kan de rettes til 

bjornbba@student.sv.uio.no. Tusen takk! 

 

Hilsen, 

Bjørn Boye Baggethun Annika Melinder 
Psykologstudent, UiO                                                       Psykologspesialist OUS  

 og professor Psykologisk 
institutt, UiO 
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Appendix 2 

The first version of the scale 

 

Emosjoner: 

 

I hvor stor grad reflekterer følgende utsagn din forståelse av validering: 

 

Validerende utsagn: 

 «Jeg skjønner at du er lei deg for at du ikke kunne ha overnattingsgjester, det ville alle vært i 

den situasjonen»  

 

 

 «Jeg hadde også blitt lei meg hvis noen sa sånne slemme ting til meg»  

 

 

 «Det må ha vært skikkelig vondt å stå der mens de andre lo av deg.» 

 

-  

«Jeg vet du har det skikkelig kjipt nå, og det er ikke sikkert det vil gå over med en gang. Men 

jeg vet du er sterk nok til å takle det.» 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  
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Emosjoner: 

 

I hvor stor grad reflekterer følgende utsagn din forståelse av invalidering: 

 

Invaliderende utsagn: 

«Det er da ikke noe å være sint for- bare ro deg ned»  

 

 

«Du kan ikke bli så lei deg bare fordi du ikke får viljen din!»   

 

 

 «Jeg kan ikke fatte hvordan du kunne bli så redd – det gir ingen mening!»  

 

 

 «Du burde være glad for å få være med!»  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  
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Atferd: 

 

I hvor stor grad reflekterer følgende utsagn din forståelse av validering: 

 

Validerende utsagn: 

 «Så du kastet leksene dine fordi du du ble frustrert når du ikke fikk det til – er det riktig? »»»  

 

 

“Selv om det er veldig dumt å knuse ting, forstår jeg at du får lyst til å gjøre det når du blir 

sint. »  

 

 

«Jeg vet du synes skolen er kjedelig og at du heller vil være hjemme, så jeg skjønner hvorfor 

du sa at du var syk. » 

 

 

“Så du følte at du måtte kaste snøball fordi alle de andre i klassen din gjorde det – har jeg 

forstått det riktig?” 

 

 

“Jeg skjønner at det du fikk lyst til å stikke av. Jeg pleide også å stikke av når jeg ikke visste 

hva jeg skulle gjøre.” 

 

 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  
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Atferd: 

 

I hvor stor grad reflekterer følgende utsagn din forståelse av invalidering: 

 

Invaliderende utsagn: 

 

 «Ikke vær så dramatisk! »  

 

 

 

«Dette er ikke noe å diskutere! »  

 

 

«Hvorfor kan du ikke bare oppføre deg som søsteren din? » 

 

 

 

«Du har rett i at det var dumt å ta den. Jeg kan ikke fatte at du kunne gjøre noe så tåpelig! »  

 

 

«Du er et barn, så det er jeg som bestemmer hvor vi skal. »  

 

 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  
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Tanker: 

 

I hvor stor grad reflekterer følgende utsagn din forståelse av validering: 

 

Validerende utsagn: 

 

 «Jeg forstår at du tror han ikke liker deg når han ikke ville leke med deg»  

 

  

 

“Jeg skal være helt ærlig med deg, for jeg tror du tåler å høre dette. » 

 

 

“Selv om det gir mening at du tenker sånn skal jeg være helt ærlig med deg og si at jeg tror du 

tar feil, og at det er dumt av deg å tenke sånn.” 

 

 

 

“Det er ikke noe rart at du tror de vil være slemme mot deg når du møter dem, etter det som 

skjedde sist.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  
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Tanker: 

 

I hvor stor grad reflekterer følgende utsagn din forståelse av invalidering: 

 

Invaliderende utsagn: 

 

 «Bare slutt å tenke på det»  

 

 

«Du kan ikke tenke på sånne ting – det er fullstendig uakseptabelt! »  

 

 

«Du er bare et barn, så det er ikke rart at du ikke forstår dette»  

 

 

«Jeg kan ikke fatte hvordan du kan tro noe sånt “ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  
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Fysiologi: 

 

I hvor stor grad reflekterer følgende utsagn din forståelse av validering: 

 

Validerende utsagn: 

 

 

Validere Fysiologi: 

«Det er helt normalt å føle at man ikke får puste når man er redd – bare prøv å puste rolig med 

magen. »  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8 9 10 

 I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  

 

 

 «Jeg synes det er trist å se deg gråte på den måten – jeg pleide også å gråte når jeg ble lei meg 

av det klassekameratene mine sa til meg. »  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  
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Fysiologi: 

 

I hvor stor grad reflekterer følgende utsagn din forståelse av validering: 

 

Invaliderende utsagn: 

 

«Det er ikke noe å gråte for. »»  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I liten grad               I noen grad                      I stor grad                                                                                                                                                                  
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Appendix 3 

 

 

       

 I hvilken grad mener du følgende respons fra 
en forelder til et barn er et godt eksempel? 

I 
svært 
liten 
grad 

I 
liten 
grad 

I 
noen 
grad 

I 
stor 
grad 

I 
svært 
stor 
grad 

1. “Jeg vet du synes det er vanskelig å få til nå, 
men jeg har troen på at du kan klare det!” 

     

2. "Jeg ser at du er skikkelig frustrert nå" 
 

     

3. "Så du gruer deg til å dra på besøk - har jeg 
forstått det riktig?" 
 

     

4. «Jeg hadde også blitt lei meg hvis noen sa sånne 
slemme ting til meg,» 
 

     

5. «Det er helt normalt å tvile litt på seg selv når 
man synes det har gått dårlig - det gjør alle!» 
 

     

6. “Det ser ut som om du ble skikkelig anspent da 
vi begynte å snakke om mamma - stemmer 
det?” 

     

7. “Det er ikke noe rart at du tror de vil være 
slemme mot deg når du møter dem, etter det 
som skjedde sist.” 
 

     

8. «Det er helt normalt at du begynner å gråte når 
du mister dukken din.» 
 

     

9. «Jeg synes det er trist å se deg gråte på den 
måten – jeg pleide også å gråte når jeg ble lei 
meg av det klassekameratene mine sa til meg.» 
 

     

10. "Det virker som om du ble litt misunnelig på at 
broren din fikk være med og ikke du - ble du 
det?" 
 

     

11. “Jeg får inntrykk av at du kanskje kommer til å 
stikke av fra skolen igjen - har jeg rett i det?” 
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I hvilken grad mener du følgende respons fra 
en forelder til et barn er et godt eksempel? 

I 
svært 
liten 
grad 

I 
liten 
grad 

I 
noen 
grad 

I 
stor 
grad 

I 
svært 
stor 
grad 

12. "Det er lett å forstå at du gruer deg til å se ham 
igjen etter at dere kranglet sist" 
 

     

13. "Når du får en litt dum beskjed er det helt vanlig 
å gråte - det tror jeg alle ville gjort." 
 

     

14. "Det virker som om du ikke tror du klarer leksen 
- har jeg rett i det?" 
 

     

15. "Jeg skjønner at du ble skikkelig lei deg når du 
måtte dra hjem." 
 

     

16. "Det er helt naturlig å bli sint når du ikke føler 
du får det til." 
 

     

17. "Når man blir redd er det vanlig å kjenne at 
hjertet slår skikkelig fort - var det kanskje sånn 
for deg også?" 
 

     

18. "Det er ikke så rart at du dro hjem før dere 
skulle på kino, når du synes det var litt 
skummelt sist" 
 

     

19. “Det er helt naturlig at du ber om hjelp når du 
synes det var litt vanskelig sist!” 
 

     

20. "Jeg ser du puster veldig fort nå. Det er helt 
normalt når man blir redd - bare prøv å puste 
rolig." 
 

     

21. "Jeg skjønner at du tror han gjorde det med 
vilje." 
 

     

22. "Selv om jeg ikke er enig med deg skjønner jeg 
at du tenker sånn." 
 

     

23. "Jeg ser at du klemmer skikkelig hardt på 
kosedyret ditt når vi snakker om det" 
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 I hvilken grad mener du følgende respons fra 
en forelder til et barn er et godt eksempel? 

I 
svært 
liten 
grad 

I 
liten 
grad 

I 
noen 
grad 

I 
stor 
grad 

I 
svært 
stor 
grad 

24. "Det er helt vanlig å stikke av når man blir 
redd." 
 

     

25. "Jeg ser at du har det skikkelig vondt nå." 
 

     

26. “Jeg vil ikke late som om det ikke blir vanskelig, 
men jeg vet at du er sterk nok til å takle det.” 
 

     

27. "Det virker litt som om du tenker at det at du 
ikke ble invitert betyr at han ikke liker deg - har 
jeg rett i det?" 
 

     

28. "Du hadde det jo litt kjipt sist du var der, så det 
er ikke noe rart du gruer deg litt." 
 

     

29. "Jeg synes du er skikkelig tøff som prøver igjen 
selv om det ble litt vanskelig sist." 
 

     

30. "Det er helt forståelig at du tenker du ikke får 
det til når det ikke gikk så bra sist." 
 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item 
number 

Type of 
validation 

Item 
number 

Type of 
validation 

1 A6 16 E5 

2 E2 17 P3 

3 E3 18 A4 

4 E6 19 A4 

5 T5 20 F5 

6 P3 21 T2 

7 T4 22 T6 

8 P5 23 A2 

9 P6 24 A5 

10 E3 25 P2 

11 A3 26 E6 

12 E4 27 T3 

13 P5 28 E4 

14 T3 29 A6 

15 E2 30 T4 
The table shows the types of validation for each item. 
A=actions, E=emotions, T=thought and P=physiology 
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Appendix 4 

 

 

      

 Hvor sannsynlig er det at du kunne 

gitt følgende respons til barnet ditt i 

en passende situasjon? 

Svært 

Usann- 

synlig 

Usann-

synlig 

Mulig Sann- 

synlig 

Svært 

Sann-

synlig 

1. “Jeg vet du synes det er vanskelig å få til 

nå, men jeg har troen på at du kan klare 

det!” 

     

2. "Jeg ser at du er skikkelig frustrert nå" 

 

     

3. "Så du gruer deg til å dra på besøk - har 

jeg forstått det riktig?" 

 

     

4. «Jeg hadde også blitt lei meg hvis noen 

sa sånne slemme ting til meg,» 

 

     

5. “Det ser ut som om du ble skikkelig 

anspent da vi begynte å snakke om 

mamma - stemmer det?” 

     

6. “Det er ikke noe rart at du tror de vil 

være slemme mot deg når du møter dem, 

etter det som skjedde sist.” 

 

     

7. "Det er lett å forstå at du gruer deg til å 

se ham igjen etter at dere kranglet sist" 

 

     

8. "Jeg skjønner at du ble skikkelig lei deg 

når du måtte dra hjem." 
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 Hvor sannsynlig er det at du kunne 

gitt følgende respons til barnet ditt i 

en passende situasjon? 

Svært 

Usann- 

synlig 

Usann-

synlig 

Mulig Sann- 

synlig 

Svært 

Sann-

synlig 

9. "Det er helt naturlig å bli sint når du ikke 

føler du får det til." 

 

     

10. "Selv om jeg ikke er enig med deg 

skjønner jeg at du tenker sånn." 

 

     

11. "Jeg ser at du har det skikkelig vondt 

nå." 

 

     

12. “Jeg vil ikke late som om det ikke blir 

vanskelig, men jeg vet at du er sterk nok 

til å takle det.” 

 

     

13. "Det virker litt som om du tenker at det 

at du ikke ble invitert betyr at han ikke 

liker deg - har jeg rett i det?" 

 

     

14. "Du hadde det jo litt kjipt sist du var der, 

så det er ikke noe rart du gruer deg litt." 

 

     

15. "Jeg synes du er skikkelig tøff som 

prøver igjen selv om det ble litt 

vanskelig sist." 

 

     

16. "Det er helt forståelig at du tenker du 

ikke får det til, når det ikke gikk så bra 

sist." 
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Item 
number 

Type of 
validation 

Item 
number 

Type of 
validation 

1 A6 9 E5 

2 E2 10 T6 

3 E3 11 P2 

4 E6 12 E6 

5 P3 13 T3 

6 T4 14 E4 

7 E4 15 A6 

8 E2 16 T4 
The table shows the types of validation for each item. 
A=actions, E=emotions, T=thought and P=physiology 
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Appendix 5 

Factor analysis 1 

 

Pattern Matrixa 

 

Component 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Item_1        -,657  

Item_2     ,819  ,343   

Item_3 ,310    ,668   ,319  

Item_4 ,743         

Item_5 ,671         

Item_6      ,645    

Item_7      ,902    

Item_8      ,811 ,307   

Item_9      ,825    

Item_10 ,319    ,399 ,374    

Item_11      ,502 -,323 -,595  

Item_12  ,303     ,684   

Item_13  ,483 ,348  -,345 ,496   -,336 

Item_14    -,339  ,372 -,514   

Item_15  ,553     ,398  ,309 

Item_16  ,756        

Item_17    -,897      

Item_18  ,842        

Item_19  ,419      -,562  

Item_20  ,403  ,756      

Item_21 ,798         

Item_22   ,869       

Item_23 -,449  ,662    -,353   

Item_24     -,358   -,616  

Item_25       ,864   

Item_26    -,504      

Item_27 ,364      -,369   

Item_28 ,377 ,520        

Item_29   ,731       

Item_30         ,895 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization. 

a. Rotation converged in 56 iterations. 
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Factor analysis 2 
 
 

Pattern Matrixa 

 

Component 

1 2 3 4 

Item_1  ,451   

Item_2  -,498   

Item_3 ,627 -,356   

Item_4 ,580    

Item_6 ,920    

Item_7 ,725    

Item_12   -,762  

Item_15   -,771  

Item_16   -,808  

Item_17  ,665   

Item_22  ,479   

Item_25   -,671  

Item_26  ,636   

Item_27 ,500 ,371   

Item_28   -,654  

Item_29  ,683   

Item_30  ,441   

Item_5 ,523   -,349 

Item_8 ,722    

Item_9 ,799  ,336  

Item_10 ,755    

Item_11 ,545   ,331 

Item_13   -,358 ,436 

Item_14 ,752 ,315   

Item_18   -,584 ,555 

Item_19  ,478 -,434  

Item_20    ,697 

Item_21 ,348 ,400   

Item_23 -,330   ,724 

Item_24  ,508   

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization. 

a. Rotation converged in 25 iterations. 
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Factor analysis 3 
 

Structure Matrix 

 

Component 

1 2 3 4 5 

Item_1     ,488 

Item_2 ,309   ,762  

Item_3  ,612  ,651  

Item_4  ,775    

Item_6  ,793  ,380  

Item_7  ,692    

Item_12 ,828     

Item_15 ,763     

Item_16 ,727  ,507   

Item_17   ,813   

Item_22     ,793 

Item_25 ,735     

Item_26 ,336  ,733 -,317  

Item_27  ,505 ,642  ,306 

Item_28 ,682 ,446 ,401   

Item_29   ,412 -,440 ,708 

Item_30    -,591 ,331 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization. 
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Factor analysis 4 
 

 

Pattern Matrixa 

 

Component 

1 2 3 4 

Item_1   ,439  

Item_2 ,361   ,833 

Item_3  ,596  ,622 

Item_4  ,699   

Item_6  ,799  ,312 

Item_7  ,694   

Item_12 ,805    

Item_15 ,780    

Item_16 ,745    

Item_17   ,667  

Item_22   ,714  

Item_25 ,734 -,353   

Item_26   ,570  

Item_27  ,514 ,604  

Item_28 ,658 ,415   

Item_29   ,683 -,310 

Item_30    -,513 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization. 

a. Rotation converged in 22 iterations. 

 

 


